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… searches for LLPs by reconstructing displaced vertices
in air-filled decay volume.
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Background Rejection
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All backgrounds are reducible!
Signal requirements + a few
extra geometry and timing cuts
veto all backgrounds!
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MATHUSLA can search for neutral LLP
decays with near-zero backgrounds!
(see backup slides for details)

scattering
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Practicalities
Design is completely flexible (precise position doesn’t matter) and
scalable (probe σLLP

∝1/area).

→ final design will be modular (e.g. 20x20x20m segments).
Allows for incremental deployment and mass production.
Reliance on well-understood technology (RPC trackers, plastic scintillators)
means this could be implemented in time for the HL-LHC.
… but parasitic nature of detector means it could function
without modification for HE-LHC!
Unofficial cost estimates: ~ 50 million USD.
More precise estimates will be part of LOI.
CERN owns some empty land of
approximately right size near CMS

CMS

MATHUSLA experimental collaboration
Working on preparing Letter of Intent (this year), detector
design studies, background studies, etc… (Join us!)

(member list probably outdated)

contact: mathusla.experiment@cern.ch

MATHUSLA Test Stand
2.5 x 2.5 x 5m MATHUSLA-type
detector taking data in ATLAS SX1
Built using repurposed detectors
(RPCs from ARGO, scintillators from
D0 muon system) to take background
measurements from cosmics and
LHC collisions.
Will calibrate Monte Carlo
simulations and allow background
rejection strategies to be tested.

Sensitivity
ATLAS/ short-lifetime
zero BG,
MATHUSLA ≈ CMS - sensitivity + no trigger issues
similar
… you sacrifice
geometric
sensitivity for
acceptance for
short lifetimes…
LLP decays in
long-lifetime limit…

… but you gain
clean environment
for LLP searches

Very easy to estimate sensitivity at MATHUSLA:
MATHUSLA
NMATHUSLA ⇡ (# LLPs produced at LHC) ⇥ Pdecay
MATHUSLA
Pdecay
(c⌧ ) ⇡ ✏geometric Pdecay (b̄c⌧, L1 , L2 )
(30m)
only modest O(1)
in long lifetime
⇠
0.05
⇠
dependence on LLP
regime
b̄c⌧
production process.

Sensitivity & Scalability
LLP cross section reach
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Any LLP production process
with σ > fb can give signal.

Probe TeV+ scales!
MATHUSLA Physics Case, June 2018

Theory community has been working on coherent
formulation of the MATHUSLA physics case, white
paper to be uploaded this week.

LLPs at the LHC:
Comparing MATHUSLA and
the main detectors

Exotic Higgs Decays
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MATHUSLA ~ 1000x better than ATLAS

σpp→h→XX (fb)
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Decays dominantly in Main Detector

mX = 5 GeV

Neutral Naturalness
mirror glueballs
from Higgs decays

mirror neutrinos from Higgs decays
that cause asymmetric reheating

Only probe of long-lived mirror glueballs produced via
exotic Higgs decays.

WIMP Baryogenesis

…

FIMP DM, Higgsino LLPS

Nobs for Higgsino
LLPs decaying to Z/
h + axino

Occurs in axino models and GMSB models

RPV SUSY

Low-energy models

Neutrino Portal
MAT
HUS
LA
SHIP

Note that for α = τ ,
some of these sensitivity
projections assume τ dominated mixing
scenarios, rather than
only τ -mixing. For a τ dominated scenario, the
MATHUSLA reach is
very similar to the
shown α = e, μ
sensitivity

Scalar Portal

1708.08503

1710.09387

(“official” curves with PBC assumptions on S decay widths in progress)

Photon Portal
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minimal dark
photon LLP model
not so good:
epsilon too small
when lifetime long
enough for
MATHUSLA
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Photon Portal
plenty of highenergy LLP
production modes
available!

long-lived
dark higgs
production in
exotic Z
decays

Dark photon
through Higgs
portal
Dark photon
as Hidden
Valley
production
mode

MATHUSLA can access
high energy production
modes like higgs decay:

decay to gluons

still working on studies for
PBC minimal models, but
there should be sensitivity
(see CODEX-b curves in
Gaia’s talk)

decay to leptons

Axion Portal
main
detectors

MATHUSLA

MATHUSLA Timeline
This year:
Theory LLP white paper upload COMING MONDAY
Cosmic Ray white paper released mid-2018
currently working on Letter of Intent, finalize at
dedicated collaboration meeting August 2018, submit
to LHCC September Meeting
We’re working on the remaining PBC curves :)
submit LOI to CERN/European Strategy end of 2018

— Thank you! —

Backup Slides

How does MATHUSLA
reach the zero-background
regime?

Background Rejection (gory details)
Most important part of background rejection is the *extremely*
conspicuous, multi-faceted and tightly defined nature of LLP decay signal:
Δt ≳ 3.5ns per tracker layer,
17 ns for all 5 layers
tracker time resolution: 1ns

most basic CR rejection: LLP decay products are upwards going tracks!

~1m

5
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3

tracks are reconstructed in 3D
*and* with detailed timing
information at each layer,
so DV is really a “4D DV”

Shown is “leptonic” 2body LLP decay.
These requirements
become exponentially
more difficult to fake
when decay is hadronic
with ~10 charged final
states!
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Most important part of background rejection is the *extremely*
conspicuous, multi-faceted and tightly defined nature of LLP decay signal:
Δt ≳ 3.5ns per tracker layer,
17 ns for all 5 layers
tracker time resolution: 1ns

most basic CR rejection: LLP decay products are upwards going tracks!

~1m
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“4D DV”

Like so.

(also, hadronic decay mode is perhaps a bit
more of a MATHUSLA target due to main
detector gap in coverage.)

4

3

tracks are reconstructed in 3D
*and* with detailed timing
information at each layer,
so DV is really a “4D DV”

All ~10 tracks have to
meet in both space and
time at DV and pass vetos
on floor/walls.

5
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invisible
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LLP trajectory known
(from IP to DV)
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Compare to Cosmic Rays: about 1015 charged particles over HL-LHC run
Δt ≳ 3.5ns per tracker layer,
17 ns for all 5 layers
tracker time resolution: 1ns
~1m

1
2
3

For *single* downwardtraveling charged
particle from CR,
assuming only *three*
layers with 1ns timing
resolution within 5m,
chance of downward
*consistently*
reconstructing as
upward going is
ϵdown➝up≲ 10-15

4
5
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Background Rejection (gory details)
15 charged particles over HL-LHC run
Compare
to
Cosmic
Rays:
about
10
In this naive estimate, simple up-vs-down rejection *easily* gets rid of *all*

cosmic ray backgrounds by itself.

Δt ≳ 3.5ns per tracker layer,
17 ns for all 5 layers
Of course, our estimate
tracker time resolution: 1ns

of ϵdown➝up by itself is much too naive, based on
purely gaussian time resolution, in reality tails are non-gaussian etc.
~1m

1

2

But this estimate only used 3 layers. We specified MATHUSLA
to have 5.
3
4
For *single* downwardFurthermore:
5 LLP signal. You need:
traveling
charged single down→up fake does NOT fake the
2)
*two*
down→up
fakes
occurring
`at
same
time’
(so
ϵ
down
up
➝
particle from CR,
they*three*
need to cross in space to form a DV: requires either spatial
assuming only
(most CRs don’t do this) OR very rare CR
layers with mismeasurements
1ns timing
resolution trajectory
within 5m,crossings
the huge timing errors made by 5 tracking layers for each track have to
chance of downward
be such that the tracks reconstruct to be coincident *in time* at
*consistently*
the fake
reconstructing
as DV as well
scintillators
have to fail to register the two CRs on their way out
upward the
going
is
ϵdown➝upof
≲ the
10-15decay volume.

-
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Background Rejection (gory details)
15 charged particles over HL-LHC run
CompareMost
to Cosmic
Rays:
about
10
CR tracks are highly correlated, forming Extensive Air Showers:

Δt ≳ 3.5ns per tracker layer,
17 ns for all 5 layers
tracker time resolution: 1ns

LLP

~1m

1
2

1016 eV CR,
μ only
For *single* downward- (~1/10
of
charged
traveling charged
particles)

3
4
5

particle from CR,
assuming only *three*
Indeed,
these showers are the best chance for all these unlikely things to
layers with
1ns timing
occur and fake an LLP 4D-DV.
resolution within 5m,
chance of downward
BUT YOU CAN JUST “BLIND” THE DETECTOR WHILE IT HAS HIGH
*consistently*
OCCUPANCY
THAT IS OBVIOUSLY FROM A CR SHOWER.
reconstructing
as
upward going is
-15 time has negligible effect on uptime & LLP sensitivity.
ϵdown➝up≲ 10Blind
Chou, DC, Lubatti 1606.06298

Background Rejection (gory details)
Compare to Cosmic Rays: about 1015 charged particles over HL-LHC run
Δt ≳ 3.5ns per tracker layer,
17 ns for all 5 layers
tracker time resolution:
1ns
There might

be very weird things that give rise to DVs in CR events:
neutron
decays, air scatterings of CR particles1 etc…
~1m
2

3 but again, most of
These much rarer occurrences will be studied in detail,
For *single*
downwardthem
would occur in highly correlated CR showers 4that are vetoed just
5
traveling charged
based on occupancy.
particle from CR,
assuming only *three*
layers with
1ns this
timing
Finally,
CR background is inherently *studyable*: during ~50% of time
resolution
within
5m, beam is off, you can verify CR rejection strategies on data
when
HL-LHC
chance of downward that is guaranteed to be only background.
*consistently*
reconstructing as
upward going is
ϵdown➝up≲ 10-15
Chou, DC, Lubatti 1606.06298

Background Rejection (gory details)
Muons from LHC: Have to have energy ≳ 50 GeV to reach detector,
incident with rate ~10Hz → ~109 over HL-LHC run
They do travel
upwards, but they
do not reconstruct
a displaced vertex.
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Muons from LHC: Have to have energy ≳ 50 GeV to reach detector,
incident with rate ~10Hz → ~109 over HL-LHC run

Ignoring orders-ofmagnitude suppression
from boost (!!)
<< 107 decay in volume,
but again,
*no DV*
(and detectable by
intersection of final and
initial state trajectory)

μ
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Muons from LHC: Have to have energy ≳ 50 GeV to reach detector,
incident with rate ~10Hz → ~109 over HL-LHC run
~ 1000 undergo rare
decay into eeeνν
(Br ~ 3 ⨉ 10-5)
→ genuine DV!
Two possible rejection
strategies:
1) reject *narrow* decay
cones (where all particles
are caught by tracker)
with *odd* numbers of
tracks, indicating charged
parent particle
2) reject with scintillator
and main detector vetoes
(assuming efficiencies 99%
and 90% respectively)

μ
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Muons from LHC: Have to have energy ≳ 50 GeV to reach detector,
incident with rate ~10Hz → ~109 over HL-LHC run
~ 10 scatter off air
and form genuine DV

easily veto with
scintillator alone.

μ
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Isotropic neutrino haze from CR interactions with atmosphere:

Most dangerous BG,
naively it looks exactly
like LLP signal
Can compute rate using
Frejus measurements of
atmospheric νμ flux. (νe
much lower, can be dealt
with similarly)

ν

Chou, DC, Lubatti 1606.06298

Background Rejection (gory details)
Only have to worry about neutrino scatters that give 2+ charged
particles to give DV.

Isotropic neutrino haze from CR interactions with atmosphere:
Exclusive scattering cross sections known at ~30% level

Formaggio, Zeller, 1305.7513

Get about 60 events per year with proton in final state.
Most dangerous
Most ofBG,
these protons are highly non-relativistic, can be tagged using
naively it looks
exactly ~0.05c speed resolution on charged particle tracks.
MATHUSLA’s
like LLPVetoing
signal low-multiplicity DVs with single highly-NR track eliminates
most of these BG events.
use geometric cuts: LLPs decaying to visible particles are
Can computeCan
ratealso
using
either narrow cones pointing back to IP or broad cones. Neutrino final
Frejus measurements
of
states (especially relatively high-energy ones with relativistic protons)
atmospheric are
νμ flux.
e
very (ν
narrow
cones, mostly not pointing at IP.
ν
much lower, can
be dealt
applying
both NR-proton-veto (v < 0.6c) and geometric cut, get <
with similarly)
1 event/year (using very low cut on v and pessimistic estimates of
final state kinematics)

-

-

Get about 10 events per year without protons in final state
This small number can be vetoed using above geometry cut alone

-
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Background Rejection (gory details)
Also get neutrinos from LHC collisions,
mostly low-energy , from hadron decays
Can estimate rate using
generic GEANT simulation
of main detector.
Cannot use naive
geometric cut used on CR
neutrinos, but after NRproton-veto, only left with
O(1) events per year.
There are other handles
on their decay (detailed
geometry, multiplicity,
speed, …)
→ with further study
should easily be able to
reject.

ν
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Background Rejection (gory details)
None of these BG rejection strategies seriously affect signal efficiency.
Rarer BG processes: production of *isolated* Kaons in rocks from CR scattering
that migrate to detector and decay, etc… estimates of rates << previous BGs
ALL OF THIS HAS TO BE STUDIED IN MORE DETAIL WITH MORE
SIMULATIONS. Most importantly:

-

CR simulations & MATHUSLA test stand data to sanity-test rejection
strategies to the extent possible using MC statistics (+ some
cleverness to go beyond simple statistical?)

-

Full simulation of neutrino background and rejection strategies. Refine
geometric veto, especially for neutrinos from LHC.
Get more realistic estimate of NR-proton-veto efficiency (will be
better than our estimates, due to pessimistic assumptions we made
about final state kinematics, and by ignoring remnants of shattered
nucleus)

Further details on
MATHUSLA LLP sensitivity

Low-Mass Regime
Spatial resolution Δx of trackers is most important bottleneck:
Corresponds to maximum LLP boost for
which multi-pronged DV can be reconstructed,
which is crucial for BG rejection!

b
t
s
boo

✓

→ Minimum LLP mass that
can be probed “without BG”
~ 10 MeV for LLPs from B decays
~ 0.1-1 GeV for weak-TeV scale production

Interesting
complementarity
with SHiP?

LLP Diagnosis
leptons

DC, Peskin
1705.06327

hadrons

LLP

Geometry of LLP final state
trajectories reveals LLP
boost event-by-event
Final state multiplicity
can diagnose decay mode.
Optional: layer of material
between tracking layers for
e/μ discrimination and ɣ
detection

Correlate with main
detector to diagnose
production mode!
For known production
mode, boost ~ LLP mass!

LLPs @ LHC

Strategy
White
paper

The spectacular nature of LLP (decay or visible propagation) means precise
kinematics are less important than
character (jets, leptons, …) and approx energy range (10 GeV, 100 GeV)
of
prompt objects produced with LLP and LLP decay products
Do this with an eye for what we can trigger on, and cut on to reduce BG:
MET (100s GeV), hard jets (100s GeV), hard enough EM objects (10s GeV)
DV in ATLAS Muon System
displaced jets in CMS tracker, as long as they pass L1 threshold

Simplified Models
Direct Pair
production (DP)

Heavy Parent (HP)

Consider production and
decay mode separately.
Higgs-like via gluon fusion

Geometrical nature of LLP
decay signal means you
imagine ‘pasting’ different
LLP decays onto the same
LLP event for different
lifetimes.

Higgs-like via VBF

HIG

Heavy resonance (RES)

Charged Current (CC)

Simplified Models
Neutral LLPs

Filled entries are realized in simplest benchmark theories:
SUSY-like, Higgs portal, gauge portal Z’, RH neutrinos, DM

NB: some thoughts on
relationship between various
LLP detector proposals

All need to be investigated more.

We really should just build them all,
they’re (mostly) pretty cheap…
Some of these comparisons will be done “officially” as part of
PBC BSM report*, keep eye out end of 2018!
(*for low-scale models that SHiP can access)

CODEX-b

Gligorov, Knapen, Papucci,
Robinson,1708.09395

Dedicated DV detector underground, in existing caviity near LHCb
+ Definitely more affordable than something on MATHUSLA scale
+ Probably easier to instrument for < 10-100 MeV mass regime, and maybe
even calorimetry/particle ID for detailed LLP investigations
- 1/200 MATHUSLA sensitivity, 1/50 if we burn out VELO with 1/ab
➝ scale down Rs by same factor
Important detailed question for future: how does cost/capabilities compare to
similar-reach surface detector?

FASER, MATHUSLA and SHiP (light LLPs)
SHiP: For shorter lifetimes and mass < ~ 10 MeV, SHiP is much better.
MATHUSLA access higher scale physics and sees 10-100 more
LLPs from exotic meson decays if lifetime >> 100m.

FASER: “small” cylindrical (R = 0.2m, L = 10m) detector (far):

For SM+S model reach,
FASER + MATHUSLA > SHiP !
Very intriguing! Does this interplay
apply to other low-mass LLP
scenarios?!
Will be explored in PBC report.

Feng, Galon, Kling,
Trojanowski 1710.09387

Main Detector Timing Upgrades??
Jia Liu, Zhen Liu, Lian-Tao Wang 1805.05957

Opening angle of
LLP decay products
~ (boost)-1

Time delay of LLP decay products compared to prompt SM particles from PV:

`SM
t⇠ 2
c
⇠ 1 ns

✓

✓

1
+ O(b
2
3b
`SM
1m

◆

4

)

◆

b = boost

1
b2

Quite sizable even for reasonably high O(1) boosts, if you have e.g. 30ps timing!

Main Detector Timing Upgrades??
Jia Liu, Zhen Liu,
Lian-Tao Wang 1805.05957

Consider h➝XX (single LLP search).
Want to catch h+j production events with single 30 GeV ISR jet.
30ps timing layer on inside of CMS ECAL:
+ similar to proposed upgrades
- how to trigger at L1? Would need PV4d and DV4d (full timing vertices) at Level 1
- Δt > 0.8ns timing cut (26σ)to reduce hard jet fake DV background by 10-10 to N < 1

30ps timing layer on outside of ATLAS Muon Spectrometer
+ L1 trigger OK using Muon ROI like existing DV search
- would be amazing, but $$$ for such a big 30ps timing layer? (10m radius)
- Δt > 0.2ns timing cut (7σ)to reduce hard jet fake DV background by 10-6 to N < 1

Main Detector Timing Upgrades??
Jia Liu, Zhen Liu,
Lian-Tao Wang 1805.05957

If BG-free, each of these two searches has has O(1/10) MATHUSLA
sensitivity for long-lifetimes.
That quantitative reach is not realistic, given the backgrounds not
considered in the analysis and assumptions made about triggering.
However, regardless of such details, timing will *definitely* improve main
detector sensitivity significantly.
Furthermore, main detector LLP searches always have intrinsic
advantages (full event reconstruction etc) so you want to improve those
as much as you can.

Clearly, timing is incredibly exciting for LLP searches!

MATHUSLA

MAssive Timing Hodoscope
for Ultra-Stable NeutraL PArticles

Chou, DC, Lubatti 1606.06298
DC, Peskin 1705.06327
Physics Case White Paper 1806.xxxxx
Letter of Intent 18xx.xxxxx

Easy reading:
Physics Today article about LLPs and hidden sectors (DC, Raman Sundrum, June 2017)
http://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/PT.3.3594

In-depth feature article in Quanta and Wired magazine, September 2018
https://www.quantamagazine.org/how-the-hidden-higgs-could-reveal-our-universes-dark-sector-20170926/ https://www.wired.com/story/hidden-higgs-dark-sector/

“Nuclear Detectives Hunt Invisible Particles That Escaped the World's Largest Atom
Smasher”, Live Science, May 2018 https://www.livescience.com/62633-lhc-stray-particles-mathusla-detection.html

LLPs @ LHC main detectors
Try and understand the space of LLP signals at the main detectors.
Important & related issues: Background and Triggering:
LLPs are spectacular geometric signals!
➝ smaller BG than prompt, but often difficult to calculate.
It helps if we can cut on non-geometric requirements
(like leptons, jet energy) to cut BG to “zero”.
→ DV + X search
➝ triggering on geometry of LLP decay at L1 is presently impossible
(except ATLAS MS/CALO).
Would need tracker info (vertexing) at L1!
⟹ use existing L1 triggers that are optimized for prompt objects.

Comparing MATHUSLA to ATLAS/CMS
Quantifying main detector LLP signal is relatively easy
at O(1) level, similar to at MATHUSLA
Big Problem: searches with single LLPs at
main detectors often have some backgrounds.
Difficult to quantify, not enough HL-LHC studies. (Yet.)
This makes general and precisely quantitative
comparison of sensitivities very involved.
Luckily, we can still extract very useful
intuition from some simple estimates and
some existing examples.

Model-Independent Approach
Define long-lifetime sensitivity gain at MATHUSLA:

If Rs > 1, MATHUSLA has better sensitivity than main detectors.

Can we estimate this number for different LLP signals?

MATHUSLA Physics Case, June 2018

Model-Independent Approach
Compare MATHUSLA search for LLP X to main detector search for single
X decay, with some geometrical requirements on where X decays (tracker,
MS, ..) and some non-geometrical trigger/cut requirements.

Model-Independent Approach
Compare MATHUSLA search for LLP X to main detector search for single
X decay, with some geometrical requirements on where X decays (tracker,
MS, ..) and some non-geometrical trigger/cut requirements.

Model-Independent Approach
Compare MATHUSLA search for LLP X to main detector search for single
X decay, with some geometrical requirements on where X decays (tracker,
MS, ..) and some non-geometrical trigger/cut requirements.
efficiency of main detector
trigger/kinematic/decay
branching ratio requirements
relative geometrical acceptance ~ 1

BG of main
detector search

relative
reconstruction
efficiency ≳ 1

Model-Independent Approach
Compare MATHUSLA search for LLP X to main detector search for single
X decay, with some geometrical requirements on where X decays (tracker,
MS, ..) and some non-geometrical trigger/cut requirements.
efficiency of main detector
trigger/kinematic/decay
branching ratio requirements

BG of main
detector search

Upshot
MATHUSLA will have better sensitivity than ATLAS/CMS in
the long-lifetime regime whenever the corresponding maindetector LLP search suffers from *any* difficulties with
backgrounds > ab
trigger efficiency
cut requirements

-

We can plug in BG numbers for future searches, once they
are available, and get more precise Rs number.

MATHUSLA Physics Case, June 2018

